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Elderly patient with atypical leiomyoma of the bladder presenting as flank pain: A case report
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Summary
Atypical leiomyoma is a rare tumor of the bladder whose correct diagnosis with imaging techniques and cystoscopy is difficult. This tumor is prevalent in females and more common in middle age. In the present study we report a rare case of atypical leiomyoma presenting as flank pain and history of recurrent urinary tract infections in an elderly female. Ultrasound (US) showed that the wall of the bladder was thickening and irregular, especially in the lower part of the bladder. US revealed hypoechogenic solid mass with dimensions of 37 x 26 mm in the posterior bladder wall protruding into the bladder. Computed Tomography scan of the patient showed a mass with dimensions of 29 x 38 mm in the posterior wall of the bladder that infiltrated the mesenteric fat and also seemed to be invading the intestinal wall. According to the general condition and age of our patient, we removed all of the mass under spinal anesthesia by transurethral bladder resection (TURBT). Biopsy results showed atypical leiomyoma. About 6 months after the patient follow-up, no recurrence was observed and symptoms had completely resolved. According to the non-specificity of the imaging, of the age of presentation and of clinical manifestations of atypical leiomyoma differential diagnosis for bladder cancer it is recommended. Only with histopathologic findings, the diagnosis can be confirmed.
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INTRODUCTION
The leiomyoma is a rare and benign tumor of the bladder including 0.43% of all the bladder tumors according to a study. However, it is the most common benign tumor of the bladder (1). It is more prevalent in women and is frequently observed in the fourth and the fifth decades of the life. Well-known atypical leiomyoma arises in the myometrium and it is identified by pleomorphic nuclei, degenerative chromatin and nucleic inclusion. Depending on the tumor size and location it has different symptoms (2). The leiomyoma can occur with urinary obstructive and irritative symptoms (3). The urinary obstructive symptoms are the most common symptoms of leiomyoma (49%) whereas about 38% of the patients have urinary irritative symptoms, 11% have hematuria and about 19% are asymptomatic (4). Based on our information an atypical leiomyoma of the bladder in a 75 years old woman complaining of flank pain is an uncommon condition.

CASE REPORT
We present the case of a 75 years old woman with left flank pain for a month. She had a colicky pain which was positional and radiated to hypogastric area. The patient complained of frequency and had a history of frequent urinary tract inflammation but denied to have chills, fever and hematuria. There was no history of surgery and hospital admission in the patient’s past medical history but she had a history of hypertension and was taking Losartan and Triamterene by years. There was a soft and without tenderness abdomen with palpable bladder at abdominal examination with no other important finding. Urinary tract inflammation was ruled out by urine analysis. Other laboratory findings were blood urea nitrogen (BUN) 22 mg/dl, serum creatinine 2 mg/dl, white blood count (WBC) 7800 with 75% neutrophils. At ultrasonography the bladder wall was seen as hypertrophied and irregular especially in the inferior part and a solid hypoechoic mass with 37 x 26 mm size was seen on the posterior wall of the bladder protruding into the bladder. At computed tomography (CT) scan it was demonstrated an image of a 29 x 38 mm mass on the posterior wall of the bladder (Figure 1) infiltrating to the mesenteric fat which seemed to invade the intestinal wall whereas no evidence of obstruction or hepatic metastasis was seen.

![Figure 1](image-url) A mass in bladder in CT scan without and with contrast.
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After necessary pre-operative investigations the patient was taken to the operation room where underwent transurethral resection of the bladder of a 4 cm mass. The histological examination demonstrated stretched and spindle tumor cells with moderately atypical nuclei with sporadic mitosis and no necrosis, therefore atypical leiomyoma was diagnosed (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

Leiomyoma was first described by Virchow (4) and bladder leiomyoma is the most common benign tumor of the bladder (1). The bladder leiomyoma can be intravesical, intramural or extra vesical at macroscopic view. Among these three types, the intravesical form is more frequently the cause of bleeding and of irritative and obstructive symptoms as long as they grow into the bladder lumen (5). In the present study, the case of a 75 years old woman is reported who had an uncommon age for the onset of the bladder leiomyoma and at our knowledge is one of the few cases of bladder leiomyoma reported in patients older than 70. The patient was observed with the uncommon presentation of flank pain that was the unique feature of presentation. The atypical leiomyoma is well known to occur in the myometrium and is characterized by pleomorphic nuclei, degenerative chromatin or nucleic inclusions. Based on our knowledge the atypical leiomyoma is reported in a few cases that were mostly in the childbearing age. Steroidal hormones may have a main role in the development of bladder leiomyoma similarly to what observed in the uterine leiomyoma. The incidence of an atypical leiomyoma in a 75 years old woman in the menopause age who was not taking any steroidal hormones seems to be controversial and interesting. Ultrasonography, CT scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and cystoscopy are high value diagnostic tools which can show the morphology and the anatomical location of the leiomyoma. Ultrasound shows leiomyoma as a solid flat hypoechoic tumor with hyperechoic mucosal lining (6). Also CT scan and the MRI are useful for the assessment of the bladder tumors. At CT scan the typical leiomyoma of the bladder is generally described as a round hypodense mass with defined borders and after contrast demonstrates an homogeneous centripetal hyperdensity (7).

The atypical leiomyoma of the bladder may show similar morphology of the bladder cancer and makes difficult the diagnosis with ultrasound, CT, MRI and cystoscopy. The final diagnosis of the bladder lesion can be achieved by histopathological assessment of the biopsy (8). In our case the diagnosis remained uncertain in relation to the patient’s age and the tumor aspect at CT scan showing a suspect of intestinal invasion until the definitive diagnosis was made by the histopathological assessment.

The treatment and the prognosis is determined by the size and the location of the tumor. Small asymptomatic tumors may be treated conservatively till onset of the symptoms. For small symptomatic tumors (< 2 cm), the transurethral resection is the treatment of choice although it presents a minor risk of incomplete surgery with need of a second surgery. In our case there was no tumor recurrence after transurethral surgery and at 6 months follow-up no recurrence of symptoms. Extra vesical and large tumors need open surgery or a partial cystectomy based on their size (9). The rate of recurrence is low and this tumor has a good prognosis.

**Conclusion**

According to the non-specificity of the imaging, patient’s age and clinical manifestations, differential diagnosis of atypical leiomyoma with bladder cancer is recommended. The diagnosis was confirmed only with histopathologic findings.
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